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In this worldwide best seller, your objective
is to win! Simple enough. Sadly, all of your
opponents have the same simple goal, and
they’re trying to make you lose. Between
Rock Paper Scissors battles, being eaten
by a random Dragon, or saved by a Kitten
Ambush, there are many hazards to avoid.
Everyone starts with 2 cards. On your turn,
draw one card from the deck, and then
play one from your hand following the
instructions on the card.
That’s it, those were all the rules. Now enjoy
playing this 5-minute game and good luck
not spending your whole night playing it!

Kitten Ambush
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Play anytime. Kittens
pounce on (cancel +
discard) any card that was
just played!
Draw a card for being
adorably destructive.
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Thank you for shopping
KittenTech. Meeting your
adorable destruction needs
since 1994.
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Author: Chris Cieslik
Illustrator: A zombie
Retail Price: €15
Classification: Party
Mechanics: Hand management,
Player elimination

Comic Sans
Place in front of
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Spite
Play this card if another
player just won, and you’re
otherwise still in the game.
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Were you playing The Game?
If so, you just lost! <3!

Components
97 cards, 01 rules leaflet and 0 bananas

